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J17 - story 

Two men, two times and two places 
By Don Gordon in 2022 

 
The seven Damara sheep dashed forward as I tossed their hay and 
chaff into the paddock for their afternoon feed.  The big brown ram 
muscled in first, the black ewes found their places, and two lambs 
fussed near the edges.  
 
A clattering sound made me twist around to see a reaping machine with two horses.  At the 
rear, trudged an old man cursing commands and jolting the reins to keep his beasts thrusting 
forward.  They were pushing a mechanism in a large box balanced on two wooden wheels.  The 
cutters reached out in front to harvest the wheat crop.  A lad was scurrying around – sometimes 
pulling on the horses’ harnesses when they slackened off, and then attending to the mechanisms 
of the stripper when it became clogged.  

As the rattling apparatus struggled across the 
paddock, my eyes fixed upon the driver.  He 
was garbed in baggy grey trousers, scruffy 
brown shirt and cloth hat.  He caught sight of 
me and called out to the lad, “Hold on to 
these Alf.  I need to see what is happening”.  
The horses huffed and puffed, then came to 
standstill.   

 
The old man ambled over and addressed me in a rich Gaelic twang.  “Och.  Who are you?  A 
dinna ken what are you doing here?”  
 
I could have thrown back the same questions.   Who was he, and why was I here?  It took just 
moments for it to come to me.  I know who he is!   
 
I announced, “I know you – Allan McLean - my great-great-grandfather.”   
 
It was not so strange to see him here because he had been in my mind.  I had been spending a 
lot of time at my computer with the family history.  While I was out in my paddock attending 
the stock, my thoughts were still with my research.  I kept imagining what life had been like for 
my ancestors.  It was not a big surprise that I was with him now.  At this instant, I was not 
feeding my sheep in Kelmscott.  Now, I was also in Allan McLean’s paddock watching him 
with his crop in Strathalbyn - more than a century ago!  Somehow, we were now talking to each 
other even though we were in different times and different places. 
 
This scenario made sense to me.  On the other hand, Allan had no way of understanding what 
life would be like so far into his future.   
 
My thoughts were whirling.  How could Allan understand our connections?  I spotted a little 
boy standing next to the fence.  He could have been Sinclair, watching his grandfather and 
cousin Alf.  This was our link.   
 
I pointed to the toddler and went on, ”I’m Don Gordon and over there, that’s Sinclair, my 
grandfather.  He is the only person who is part of the lives of both of us.  When I was a child, 
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I have memories of him being an old man like you and me.  And you, as an old man, see him 
as a little child.  Sinclair connects us”.  
 
Allan gaped at me, expressionless.  “Oh, …. my little grandson … Sinclair …..”  Allan stumbled 
over his words.  He looked perplexed.  He was lost for words, but I had plenty to say. 
 
“You are in the year 1886 in South Australia.  I have a hobby farm in Western Australia and it 
is 2022.  I can see you in Strathalbyn and, at this moment, you are looking at me in my paddock 
in Kelmscott.” 
 
 

       
Allan McLean        McLean twins       Allan McLean       Sinclair McLean       Don Gordon 
   Born 1811               Alf & Ted 
                                  Nephews                   Son                   Grandson        Great-great grandson 
 

 
I was speaking deliberatively because I could see this was making no sense to Allan.  He was 
curious but was not taking this in.  However, the mention of Western Australia prompted him 
to offer, “We heard about the Swan River Colony.  It had been established before we decided 
to migrate to the new colony in South Australia.” 
 
His knowledge of the Swan River spurred me to add, “I live next to the Canning River that 
flows into the Swan.” 
 
He looked around and noted the large trees spreading over the river, “Yes, I can see a river 
down there.” 
 
Allan noticed that I was giving feed to my sheep, and he found his voice as an experienced 
farmer.  “What are you doing with hay and chaff?”  He looked around my paddock, and 
questioned, “You haven’t got a blade of grass.  You should be seeding your land so that there 
is plenty of feed for your sheep.” 
 
Now I was the confused one.  I tried to justify.  “It’s less than an acre, and it is steep ground.  I 
haven’t got a plough and I wouldn’t know how to crop this paddock.” 
 
Allan must have thought that I should be able to do this.  “I see you have a horse.  He is a wee 
bit small, but I could hitch him up with my horses and we could plough that flatter section.”  It 
seemed so obvious to him. 
 
Elmo, our little black Shetland, was in my other paddock and had come to the joining fence.  I 
gestured towards Elmo, and explained to Allan, “He is strong, but I don’t think he would take 
to the harness.  We have never yoked him up.”   
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The old man probably could not see why I had a pony that I was not working, but he did not 
pursue his suggestion. 
 
Allan looked up outside my paddock, beyond the trees and the river – towards the Darling 
Scarp.  It spurred his memory.  “Yes, your paddock is steep, but that hilly terrain out there is 
like our Duisky farm.  Before we migrated I used to plough some of the lower areas, but not 
the steeper heathery knowes.  There was enough feed for my sheep to graze on the slopes in 
the off seasons.”   
 
His words were now flowing as a recalled his farming exploits.  “We brought a plough with us 
on the ship, and I was the first ploughman to turn the sod in Adelaide.  And we were the first 
to grow a wheat crop in the new colony. “ 
 
This prompted me to interject, “Yes, I know your stories.  Before you migrated, you were quite 
an athlete.  You did well to winning the annual race around the town after you had eaten nothing 
but bread and cheese for a month.  Then you got into strife when you had to face the Kirk 
Sessions about Catharine’s baby.” 
 
His head darted forward, “What!  How do you know about that?” 
 
“I have seen the minute book.” 
 
Allan reflected, “Oh, I remember the clerk writing in his book.” He tilted his head, “But how 
did you see it?” 
 
Before I could clarify, there was a dial tone in my pocket.  I took out my phone.  “OK, I’ll pick 
you up in half an hour.” 
 
“What’s that?  Who were you talking to? 
 
“It’s my mobile phone.  My grandson was calling for me to pick him up from the gym” 
 
“A foan?” 
 
“I will show you.”  I held the phone out to Allan as he cautiously came closer.  He stared but 
didn’t take hold of it.  I knew that he could read, but, in the way he was peering at the small 
screen, it was obvious that he was not able to read from the phone.  He could not figure it out.  
He had not seen anything like this.   
 
I explained, “I can talk to people on it, and I can also see lots of things.  Look how I have 
recorded many details of your life on a website.  I have learnt a lot about you.”  
 
Then I added, “You can’t know anything about me.” 
 
“I have lived all my life in Western Australia, mostly in country towns and out in the desert.  I 
was in Scotland for a year, but at that time I didn’t know about your farm near Fort William.”   
 
I wanted to tell him more about myself, but Allan looked puzzled.  I pointed to my phone and 
went back to his life, “See, on my website, I have got here that you came out from Scotland on 
the ‘Navarino’ in 1837 when you were 26 years old.  You were with your parents and siblings – 
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you were the eldest of ten.  Your family were among the earliest pioneers.  You had a small 
farm near Adelaide for a few years and then moved to Strathalbyn up beyond the Adelaide hills.  
You were one of the first famers in that area.” 
 
Allan was intrigued that I was able to read all this on my tiny device. 
 
I paused and then queried, “I have tried to find out as much as I can, but tell me if I am 
mistaken”.   
 
Allan just nodded.  I had done so much research about his family that I was pleased to have the 
opportunity to share my findings with someone who was interested.  I continued, “You became 
a prosperous farmer around Strathalbyn and your homestead was ‘Meadowbank’.  This is where 
you raised your eleven children.”  
 
Allan smiled, “Yes, those were good times in ‘Meadowbank’ ….”.  Then he frowned, “How do 
you know all this about me?” 
 
“It takes quite a while to gather the details together, but there is so much on the internet.” 
 
“A net?”, he questioned. 
 
I didn’t attempt to clarify this.  I resumed picking through the notes on my device, “You had 
done very well but, when you were 67 years old, you sold up everything with the hope of starting 
again in another farming area that was opening up in Collinsfield.  It did not work out and you 
were bankrupt within a few years.  Then you had to rely on the help from your children, but 
they were experiencing family difficulties themselves.” 
 
“Oh, a big mistake”, Allan mumbled, his eyes down. 
 
“You returned to Strathalbyn, when your wife inherited some farmland after her mother’s death.  
So this is how you are harvesting here, now.” 
 
I glanced back at the stripper and horses, with young Alf standing by, and little Sinclair looking 
over at myself and his grandfather.  
 
I looked down at my phone and was about to read more.  I raised my eyes.  Suddenly, Allan 
and the stripper had disappeared.  I was back with my sheep as they muzzled into their feed.   
 
I shrugged.  Allan had gone as easily as he had first appeared.   
 
It had been a good encounter.  Maybe Allan and I will meet again.  But for now, this is a story 
that I can tell my grandchildren.  Sinclair linked me with Allan – he was Allan’s grandson and 
my grandfather.  Now I can link the later generations by relaying this story on to my own 
grandchildren. 
 

..ooOOoo.. 
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Two men - Allan McLean (born 1811) and Donald Gordon (born 1946).  Two times - 1886 and 2022, when they 
were both 76 years old.  Two places - Strathalbyn and Kelmscott. 
This story is a way of sharing our family history and exploring connections between Don and his great-great-
grandfather.  There are glimpses of what has changed and what is still the same. 
There are two versions.  This present version is just an enjoyable story.  The other edition has the same text, with 
the addition of research footnotes that make it clear what is factual and what is fictional.  This latter version is 
J17 in the STORIES directory on the left of the homepage in www.christinaanddonaldmclean.com.     
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


